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HIP PART I REPORT , 

TOREMORD 

The Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health (CRPPH) of the 
OtCD Nuclear Energy Agency has for several years sponsored a programme of 
international co-operation in the field of dosimetry and monitoring of radon, 
thoron and their daughter products. In 1983, the CRPPH decided to set up an 
international programme of intercalibration and intercomparison of equipment 
and techniques for the monitoring of radon, thoron and their daughter 
products. Right from the beginning, this programme was merged with a 
similar programme being conducted within the framework of the 1980-1984 
Radiation Protection Programme of the Commission of the European Communities 
<CEC). 

One important requirement for an accurate monitoring of these radio
nuclides in the working environment and in dwellings is to ensure that the 
measurement instrumentation is properly calibrated against a recognised 
standard. If standards used in different countries are intercalibrated, this 
allows exchange of information and comparison between different laboratories 
and institutions. 

The first part nf the programme, which focussed on the intercalibra
tion and intercomparison of radon measuring equipment, has been completed 
and a description of the programme and its results are given in the present 
report, which also contains the results of some preliminary work carried out 
on the intercomparison of radon daughter product measurements. 

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and the CEC 1985-1989 Radiation 
Protection Programme continue to support this exercise which is now 
approaching the conclusion of Part 11 on the intercalibration and inter
comparison of radon daughter measuring equipment, and which is expected to be 
concluded in 1987-1988 with a campaign of intercomparison in real mine 
and dwelling conditions. 

The programme described in this report has encompassed over bO 
laboratories and organisations worldwide. In such a project, communications 
are vital in order to co-ordinate efforts among the participants and to 
ensure that each participant's views are fully heard and understood by all. 
The conventional modes of international communication - mail and express 
mail, telephone, telex, facsimile - were all used extensively. However, 
the single most effective communications channel has been the Organising 
Committee. 

The Organising Committee's main function was to launch the programme, 
but the group ha^ also played an essential role in overseeing and co
ordinating the work. The principal mechanism has been a series of meetings, 
as follows: 

11 May 1983 OECD, Paris 
6 October 1983 Capri, Italy 
10 October 1983 NRPB, United Kingdom 
22 May 1984 OECD, Paris 
18 October 1984 Toronto, Canada 
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22 May 1985 OECD, Paris 
21 March 1986 ARL, Melbourne 
18 April 1986 EML, New York 

The members of the Organising Committee are the following: 

Dr. 
Dr. 
Dr. 
Dr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Dr. 
Dr. 
Dr. 
Dr. 

S. Solomon 
F. Steinhausler 
H. Stocker 
A.C. James 
J.C.H. Miles 
A.C. Georqe 
R.F. Holub 
E.O. Knutson 
J. Sinnaeve 
0. Ilari 

(Australia) 
(Austria) 
(Canada) 
(United Kingdom) 
(United Kingdom) 
(United States) 
(United States) 
(United States) 
(CEC) 
(NEA) 

Other experts attended individual meetings of the Committee as observers. 
The series of meetings arranged by the Committee has led all participants, 
including the four regional reference laboratories, to a better understanding 
of the physics involved in the measurement process. 

Another group that has had a positive effect on this project is the 
group of participants in the NEA/CEC sponsored workshop held on 20-22 May 1985 
at the OFCD in Paris. At this workshop, the first draft of the report was 
presented and discussed. The participants in that workshop are listed in 
Appendix F. 

Finally, this report was reviewed by Colin Sanderson, Carl Gogolak, 
and Nancy Chieco of the US DOE Environmental Measurements Laboratory. This 
provided an "outsider" viewpoint, which helps to ensure that the report is 
readable by the general scientific public. 
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ABSTRACT 

The International Intcrcalibration and Intercomparison Programme for 
Radon, Thoron and Daughters Monitoring Equipment, abbreviated HIP, is a 
program organized jointly by Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development and the Radiation Protection Research 
Programme of the Commission of European Communities. The broad purpose of the 
HIP is to determine if the somewhat diverse calibration procedures used in 
different countries are equivalent. The general approach was to select four 
regional reference laboratories and entrust them with the details of project 
definition and execution. The four selected laboratories are: Australian 
Radiation Laboratory, US DOE Environmental Measurements Laboratory, UK 
National Rad tion Protection Board, US DOI Bureau of Mines. The Organizing 
Committee that selected the four laboratories remained intact and served an 
oversight function in all work, to date. 

This report covers Part I of the HIP, measurement of radon gas. In 
Phase I the comparability among the four laboratories was determined by four-
cornered exchanges of containers of radon-laden air; each laboratory analyzed 
quadruplicate samples obtained from each of the other laboratories. Three 
interchanges were done in the period November, 1983 to August, 1984. The 
pooled results of the last interchange had a coefficient of variation of 7X, 
which we believe represents the state of the art in international radon 
measurements. Included in the 7£, however, is an 8Z systematic difference 
between one of the laboratories and the other three. 

In Phase II of Part I, three of the regional laboratories designed 
intercomparison projects within their own regions. A degree cf autonomy was 
maintained in order that each laboratory night best serve the interests of its 
own region. About 50 laboratories world-wide enrolled in Phase II. In 
regions using mainly scintillation cells, the intraregional variations were 
comparable to the interregional variations among the four reference 
laboratories. In regions using mainly passive dosimeters, the variations were 
larger and dependent on the type of dosimeter and the experience ol the 
participant. 

Also described in this report are the results of two intercomparison 
exercises for radon daughter measurements. Although not strictly part of Part 
I, these exercises were included to make the most efficient use of scheduled 
travel. Typically, the coefficient of variation of the pooled results was 5 
to 81 for all daughter nuclides and for the potential alpha energy 
concentration. Thus radon daughter measurements appear to be as precise or 
more precise the radon measurements. We concluded, however, that there is a 
need for a new set of low activity, low backscatter plated standard alpha 
radioactive sources. This will be pursued further in Part II of the IIIP. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The accurate measurement of radon gas and radon daughter aerosols has 
been made more urgent in recent years by the 1982 UNSCEAR estimate that the 
average person receives about 1 mSv annual effective dose equivalent from the 
daughters (UNSCEAR, 1982). This is about one-half of the average person's 
natural radiation dose. A much higher dose would be expected for workers who 
have occupational exposure to radon daughters, as well as for those who live 
in areas with elevated radon in houses. Thoron and its daughters may also 
contribute substantially in special cases. 

The new urgency for radon and daughter measurements has brought new 
measurement methods to the forefront. The classical methods - ionization 
chambers or scintillation cells for r<tdon and scintillation counting of alpha 
particles from filter samples for daughters - continue to be important, but 
they are not well suited for obtaining annual mean exposures for large numbers 
of people. The new methods are typically low-cost, passive, and suited for 
mass production, mass deployment, and for analysis on a large scale. 

The variety in design of the new radon detectors and dosimeters, and the 
rather short history of use of many of these detectors, has led to a concern 
about the quality of the data produced. There is a need to determine the 
accuracy of the new methods and to establish the comparability among the 
methods, as well as to determine their precision. This need exists even for 
the more established classical methods, since some variation in apparatus and. 
practice may have developed among users due to geographical separation. 

Several organizations have realized the value of interlaboratory, 
interagency or international projects to determine the comparability among 
detectors/dosimeters. In the United States a program was set up in April, 
1981 to intercompare the scintillation cell methods used by laboratories 
actively engaged in field measurements of radon (Fisenne et al., 1983). The 
U.S. Department of Energy Environmental Measurements Laboratory served as the 
host and reference laboratory for this effort, which was found to be very 
useful even though many participating laboratories had their own facilities 
for prime calibration. In Europe, the Commission of European Communities 
organized en intercomparison program in 1982 (Miles et al., 1984). The 
National Radiological Protection Board, UK, was the host. This 
intercomparison incluued active and passive techniques for measuring radon and 
radon daughters. 

The subject of this report is the project entitled "International 
Intercalibration and Intercomparison Programme for Radon, Thoron and Daughters 
Monitoring Equipment", which we henceforth abbreviate as HIP. The genesis of 
this project is given briefly in the enabling dor tment reproduced hero as 
Appendix A. The articles by Rafferty and Steinhausler (1981) and Ilari and 
Steinhausler (1984) further describe the project's history and rationale. 
These documents show that the HIP was organized by the Nuclear Energy Agency 
(NEA) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
jointly with the Radiation Protection Research Programme of the Commission of 
the European Communities (CZC). 
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2. PROGRAM RATIONALE AND PROTOCOL 

The nature and scope of the HIP was first defined in the NEA document 
identified SEN/SAN(83)4 and entitled "Proposal for an International 
Intercalibration and Intercomparison Programme. Stage I: Passive Devices", 
which was based on deliberations of the the NEA Phase II Group of Experts on 
Radon Dosimetry and Monitoring. The nature and scope changed to some extent as 
laboratories began to enroll in the program, and it is the purpose of this 
section of the report to indicate the major changes that took place. We would 
emphasize, however, that the rationale and protocol finally adopted was 
remarkably close to that envisioned in the proposal. This indicates that the 
original plan was sound and complete. 

The proposal envisioned that the program would be done in two parts, I 
and II, addressing passive devices and active devices, respectively. In Part 
I, it was envisioned that four national laboratories would be appointed to 
implement the program in Europe (two laboratories), North An.erica, and the 
Pacific region. The solicitation of laboratories commencing at the end of 
March, 1983 resulted in the enrollment of the following laboratories: 

1. Australian Radiation Laboratory (ARL) for the Pacific region; 

2. US Department of Energy, Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML) 
for North America; 

3. the UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) for Europe; 
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A. US Bureau of Mines (USBM), Denver Federal Research Center for North 
America. 

This list includes two laboratories in North America, rather than two in 
Europe as originally envisioned. It was understood that EHL would address 
mainly non-occupational situations and that USBM would focus on occupational 
exposure situations. The proposal also envisioned an Organizing Committee 
whose charter was to launch the project and supervise its implementation. 
This committee first met on 11 May, 1983. 

Once the four laboratories had been enrolled, they became part of the 
Organizing Committee and played a strong role in shaping the project. A 
working paper was developed by the four laboratories to supplement and 
elaborate on the proposal, and to further ensure that the project's objectives 
were mutually understood. 

In one important respect, the nature of the program differed from that 
envisioned in the proposal. In the Annex to the proposal, it was envisioned 
that "... one of the designated laboratories ... act as the central 
laboratory, whose task would then be to obtain a single source of radioactive 
material from which samples of various strengths would be distributed ...'*. In 
the protocol that was developed, however, there was no central laboratory 
among the four. The four functioned on an equal basis. 

As envisioned in the proposal, Part I was organized into two phases. In 
the first phase - an intercomparison among the four laboratories alone - the 
protocol adopted was a four-cornered exchange of samples of radon in air, with 
each laboratory employing their most reliable &nd accurate measurement 
techniques and apparatus to analyze these samples. Two such exchanges were 
planned. One of the four laboratories (EML) agreed to accumulate and tabulate 
the results. 

In Phase II of Part I, each of the four laboratories was commissioned to 
organize an intercomparison project within its region, with autonomy to 
accomodate the differences in practice between the four regions. There was to 
be, however, a common time table. 

The protocol finally adopted differed from that envisioned in the 
proposal in another respect: some work on active devices was interspersed 
with the passive work. The devices involved were for the measurement of radon 
daughters, whose short half life dictates that intercomparlsons be done side 
by side. To minimize costs, these exercises were scheduled to coincide with 
other planned travel. Two such intercomparisons were done, and the results 
are included in this report as Appendices D and E. 

This protocol was finalized at the second meeting of the Organizing 
Committee at their meeting 6 October, 1983 in Capri, Italy. The project 
started shortly thereaft.er. 
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3. PHASE I RADON IMTERCOMPARISON 

3.1 Round 1 Chronology And Results 

Round 1 of the radon gas measurement intercomparison commenced on 
November 7, 1983, when each laboratory shipped four containers to the other 
three laboratories. Three of the laboratories (ARL, NRPB, USBM) shipped 
scintillation cells of the type they had used previously to collect and 
transport samples short distances prior to counting. EML shipped stainless 
steel sample cylinders, from which the sample is transferred into the EML 
pulse ionization chambers located at EML. 

The protocol allowed two weeks for transit of the empty cells/cylinders, 
but this was not enough in some cases. Each laboratory filled the 
cells/cylinders as soon as practicable after all had been received. The fill 
dates were: ARL, 22 Nov 83; EML, 28 Nov 83; NRPB, 1 Dec 83; USBM, 21 Nov 83. 
Within each laboratory, the samplers were filled as near simultaneously as 
practicable, and they were return-shipped on the day of filling. The return 
trip also took longer than the expected one week. 

Each laboratory measured the contents of the cells/cylinders as soon as 
they returned. Thiii was finished by 19 D e c , on which date the results were 
interchanged by telegram. The methods of analysis are described in Appendix 
B. 

The Round 1 data revealed two types of difficulties. First, it appeared 
that we had underestimated the problems involved in intercontinental shipping 
of samples. Due to the long time in transit, perhaps aggravated by repeated 
handling and by the reduced pressure in aircraft cabins, some cells appeared 
to develop leaks. This was manifested in poor agreement among some of the 
replicate samples, and in a few cases continued leakage was observed in cells 
after their return. 

The second difficulty was a systematic difference between the results 
obtained by the four laboratories. The difficulties with leaks only partly 
obscured these systematic differences. Two of the laboratories, ARL and NRPB, 
rechecked their scintillation cell efficiencies using their usual basic 
radium-226 standards (see Appendix B). 

3.2 Round 2 Chronology And Results 

Prior to starting Round 2, all four laboratories attempted to streamline 
their shipping/receiving procedures and some work was done to investigate and 
reduce scintillation cell leakage. To accomodate this, the scheduled dates 
for Round 2 were delayed by one month. The procedure was the same as for 
Round 1 except that EML specified an alternate procedure for filling their 
cylinders (see Appendix B). 

The fill dates for Round 2 were as follows: ARL, 7 Feb 84; EML, 6 Feb 
84; NRPB, 9 Feb 84; USBM, 6 Feb 84. In spite of our efforts, the return 
shipment transit time was n<->t materially improved as compared to those of 
Round 1. Exchange of data j.rom the analyses took place on 27 Feb 84. 

The results from Round 2 showed that the leakage problems encountered in 
Round 1 had not been completely solved. Also, the poor replication among the 
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EML cylinders showed that the alternate filling procedure was not satisfactory 
in practice. 

In order to further define and investigate the leak problem, a 1.2 liter 
container was filled in EML's radon chamber to a pressure 69 kPa in excess of 
atmospheric. This container was sent to NRPB along with the four filled 
scintillation cells. The excess pressure allowed NRPB to fill three 
additional scintillation cells from the container. Analysis of all seven 
cells showed that the three filled from the container had 14Z higher average 
concentration than the cells filled directly at EML, again suggesting leakage 
of the cells during intercontinental air shipment. 

3.3 Round 3 Chronology And Results 

The results of Rounds 1 and 2 were discussed and evaluated at the 22 May 
84 meeting of the Organizing Committee at OECD Headquarters in Paris. It was 
determined that the difficulties encountered with shipping of samples and with 
leakage of cells made the results inconclusive. It w.-s therefore decided to 
conduct a third round of intercomparison. The 22 May 84 meeting also marked 
the beginning of Phase II of the program. It was determined that Round 3 of 
Phase I cculd be conducted in parallel with Phase II, thus avoiding a delay of 
the overall program. 

As described in Appendix B, several changes in calibration and logistical 
procedure were made in preparation for Round 3. In brief: 

* ARL further refined their basic calibration factor; 

* EML requested that their cylinders be filled by evacuation rather 
than flow-through; 

* NRPB completely revised their basic internal calibration; 

* NRPB supplied steel cylinders rather than scintillation cells for 
filling by the other laboratories; 

* USBM changed the valves on the scintillation cells supplied to EML 
for filling; 

* USBM supplied stainless steel cylinders rather than scintillation 
cells for filling by ARL and NRPB. 

Scheduling conflicts made it impossible to fill all cells/cylinders 
simultaneously in Round 3. Ine fill dates were as follows: ARL, 12 Aug 84; 
EML, 16 Jul 84; NRPB, 14 Sep 84; USBM, 16 Jul 84 and 13 Aug 84. Table 1 shows 
the conditions of filling in Round 3. 

As in earlier rounds, the filled cells/cylinders were returned promptly 
and analyzed as soon as possible after their receipt. The results were 
communicated by telex on 26 Sep 84. Agreement among replicate samples was 
good, indicating that there were no problems with leaks in Round 3. 

The Round 3 results were discussed at the 18 Oct 84 meeting of the the 
Organizing Committee in Toronto. It was agreed that, while the Round 3 
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results were tightly clustered showing little difference among the four 
laboratories, the committee could not be confident that the "consensus" value 
was an accurate value. It was agreed that a calibration check with each 
laboratory using Ra solutions obtained from a single standards institution 
would be very beneficial, particularly where such a calibration check had not 
been done in recent years. Following the Toronto meeting a set of sources 
obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce National Bureau of Standards was 
distributed among the four laboratories. One of the laboratories (USBM) has 
completed its calibration check and has revised its average scintillation cell 
efficiency figure from 0.7536 to 0.817A. (This change is not discussed in 
Appendix B.) 

3.4 Discussion 

Table 2 shows the results of Round 3, including the effect of the revised 
USBM cell efficiency. All results have been corrected for decay between the 
time of filling and the time of analysis, but no corrections have been made 
for differences in temperature or pressure. Expressed in other words, each 
laboratory determined the amount of radon in the sampling cell, corrected for 
decay, then divided by the volume of the cell. 

For completeness, the Round 1 and 2 results are listed in Appendix C, 
which incorporates all the corrections discussed above. The effects of leaks 
and filling problems are clearly seen. 

The standard deviations listed in Table 2 require comment. The values 
listed by ARL and EML are computed from the square root of the number of 
counts that were collected in the determination. NRPB and USBM used another 
method (see Appendix B): repeated counts were made on a given sample, and the 
standard deviation was computed from these after correcting for decay between 
the count intervals. For two separate reasons, the second method of 
calculation should lead to larger values (Friedlander et al., 1964; Lucas and 
Woodward, 196H/. 

The standard deviations can be expected to differ among laboratories for 
other reasons: first, the volume of gas counted was not the same for the 
laboratories; second, the decay time between sampling and measurement was not 
the same for all laboratories. Both factors affect the amount of activity 
available for counting, and therefore the precision of the measurement. 

Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation among the replicates 
analyzed by each laboratory. Also shown in this table (in parentheses) are 
the average of the standard deviations quoted in Table 2. It is seen that the 
numbers are of comparable magnitude. This is evidence that the within-
laboratory agreement among replicates is about as good as counting statistics 
will allow. 

To evaluate the etween-laboratory aspects of Round 3 the data were 
subjected to a one-way analysis of variance. This analysis was applied 
separately to each fill location/date, and the different analyzing 
laboratories were taken as the treatment levels. The results are shown in 
Table 4. 
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Table 4 shows that the coefficient of variation of the pooled results 
from any given fill location/date ranges from 3.7 to 7.7%. These figures 
include the effects of variations among replicate samples, as well as 
differences in calibration factor between laboratories. Discounting the 
lowest of these figures, which is based analyses by only two of the four 
laboratories, we adopt 7t as a representative coefficient of variation. We 
believe that this is a valid definition of the international state of the art 
in laboratory radon measu.emerts. This result is in general agreement with 
our experience regarding the precision of radon measurements. 

It is noteworthy in Table 4 that the two best results were obtained at 
the two lowest radon concentrations. This indicates that counting statistics 
is not the limiting factor in agreement among laboratories. 

Table 4 also shows how the means from each laboratory differ from the 
grand mean. The smallest diffeiences are found for the cells/cylinders filled 
at EML, where no entry is more than 3% of the grand mean. This suggests that 
the quality of filling may differ among the laboratories. EML (and NRPB) fill 
the cells/cylinders by carrying all necessary equipment into the radon 
chamber. It is noted also that the USBM means are always below the grand 
mean. 

The residual standard deviation is a measure of the overall within-lab 
variability based on the replicates analyzed. These figures are, in a sense, 
composites of the standard deviations listed in Table 3. 

The F-test in Table 4 suggests that, in spite of the good precision, 
there are significant differences among the results from the four 
laboratories. With one exception, the F-ratio was 16.9 or larger; the odds 
against this happening as a result of normal fluctuations are more than 
9998:2. The exception is for the cells/cylinders filled at EML, where the F-
ratio was only 1.1. As seen in Table 4, the odds against this low value are 
only 59:41. 

The F-test is based on the assumption that the underlying population 
distributions are normal. To explore the between-laboratory differences 
further, four widely used nonparametric one-way statistical tests were 
applied. These tests are free of the assumption mentioned above. 

Table 5 shows the results of the nonparametric tests. (The F-test, or 
one-way analysis of variance, is repeated from Table 4.) The general 
conclusion is that - for all fillings except that at EML - there are 
significant differences in results among the four laboratories. We have no 
information as to the reasons for these differences. 
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A. OVERVIEW OF PHASE II INTERCOMPARISONS 

Phase II of the HIP, comprising intercomparisons among a wider group of 
laboratories within each region, was conducted starting in June, 198A, in 
agreement with the schedule envisioned in Appendix A. Three of the four 
regional reference laboratories proceeded independently to design, organize 
and conduct the intercomparison exercise most appropriate for their region. 
The USBM did not conduct an intercomparison because they specialize in active 
measurements of occupational radon daughters, rather than passive measurements 
of radon gas. 

In Europe the NRPB developed a program conforming to the traditions of 
prior CEC-sponsored work, addressing both active and passive measurement 
techniques. In the passive part 22 laboratories were invited to send AO or A5 
detectors each. Two supplied detectors based on adsorption onto charcoal; the 
remainder supplied various configurations of detectors based on solid state 
nuclear track detectors . Of the AO detectors, five were kept as controls and 
the rest were exposed in groups of 10 except for those used in linearity 
tests. Exposures were carried out during July-August, 198A. 

In the active-detector part of the NRPB program, twelve participating 
laboratories brought equipment to NRPB for side by side sampling during the 
period 10-12 December, 198A. Conditions were changed each day, and most 
participants took A to 6 samples each day. 

The results of the European Phase II intercomparison are presented in a 
CEC report (Miles and Sinnaeve, 1986). 

In North America, EML organized an intercomparison accomodating 11 
participants with three main types of passive detectors. From 2 to 8 
detectors of each type were submitted. Two exposure conditions were used, 
about 150 Bq.m and about 2500 Bq.m . The exposure periods were tailored to 
the type of detector: 1 to A days for activated carbon detectors, 7 to 58 
days for electrostatic/thermoluminescent detectors and for Track-Etch 
detectors. (However, exposures at the high radon level were limited to 7 
days). 

In the midst of the Phase II exposures, EML also conducted an 
intercomparison of radon grab sampling devices. There were 2A participants 
including the four HIP regional laboratories. This was the fifth in a series 
of such intercomparisons conducted by EML, starting in April, 1981. (The 
results of the HIP laboratories from this July 16, 198A exercise are shown in 
Table 1 of the present report). 

In the report on Phase II (George, Hinchliffe, Fisenne and Knutson, 1985) 
it Is concluded that, except for one type of device, the situation is 
satisfactory-with room for improvement. The exception is the type of device 
using electrostatics for collection. A workshop attended by the participants 
of the North American study was held in January, 198A at EML. A strong 
recommendation was put forward: the intercomparison of passive devices should 
be repeated. 

In the Pacific Region, ARL orfanized an intercomparison recognizing that 
scintillation cells are far more widely used within the region than are 
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strictly passive detectors. Therefore, three rounds of intercomparison 
involving 12 laboratories from Japan and Australia were done for scintillation 
cells. Only one exposure, accomodating three laboratories, was done for 
passive detectors. 

In the report for Phase II (Solomon, Gan and Peggie, 1985), it is noted 
that half of the laboratories participating in the radon sample exchanges had 
mean results within a ±5% band. This is remarkably good in view of the fact 
that Phase II was the first set of intercomparisons in recent history. 
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Salomon, S. B., Gan, W.and Peggie, J. P., 1985, "OECD/NEA Radon 
Intercomparison and Intercalibration Programme. Pacific Region 
Intercomparison Programme". Australian Radiation Laboratory Report No. 
ARL/TR068 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. As of mid-1985 the primary methods used by the four laboratories to 
measure radon 222 mutually agree to the point that the coefficient of 
variation of the pooled results was about 7%. 

2. Because the four laboratories worked independently as regards their 
basic calibration factors, using different apparatus and methods, 
there is a high probability that our results would include the 
correct and true value. 

3. Radon measurements made within any of the OECD and CEC member 
countries should now be comparable provided that the agency making 
the measurements has successfully intercalibrated with one of the 
four regional reference laboratories. From this point of view, the 
HIP has successfully completed its work on Part I, the passive 
measurement of radon gas, 

4. Those regional intercomparisons (Phase II) which evaluated grab 
sampling methods for measuring radon showed that agreement within 
region was at least as good as the agreement among the four 
laboratories. 
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5. The regional intercomparisons of passive devices showed that the 
agreement between replicate was typically 10 - 30Z (1 standard 
deviation) and that the average response typically differed from the 
reference value by 10 - 30Z. 

6. During Rounds 1 and 2, which took place November, 1983 and February, 
1984, respectively, the four laboratories were not in agreement on 
the measurement of radon gas. The results differed by as much as a 
ratio of approximately 0.7:1, the exact ratio being obscured somewhat 
by logistical and technical difficulties encountered in those rounds. 

7. Since the particular reasons responsible for the differences noted in 
conclusion 6 have not been identified, there remains a gap in our 
understanding of radon calibration methods. Thus from a scientific 
point of view, Part I of HIP was not completely successful. 

8. In spite of the small variation noted in Round 3 (coefficient of 
variation = 7Z or less), there remains a statistically significant 
difference between the four laboratories. This is another indication 
that work remains to be done. 

REC0MSNDATIONS 

1. Those who perform measurements of radon and radon daughters should 
become part of an interlaboratory measurement intercomparison on an 
annual or biannual basis. 

2. The NEA and CEC should provide a framework so that such 
intercomparisons can be conducted on an international scale. 

3. Future intercomparisons should place more emphasis on the quality of 
measurements made under field conditions, at low or slightly elevated 
levels of radon. 

4. There is a need for convening a group of experts to make 
recommendations on the proper use of passive detectors. 
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Table 1. Round Three Filling Conditions 

ARL 
Fill location 

EML NRPB USBM USBH 

Fill date 
Fill time, GMT* 
Barometric pressure, ran Hg 
Temperature, *C 
Relative humidity, X 

13Aug84 16Jul84 14Sep84 16Jul84 13Aug84 
0045 1200 0800 0812 1350 
758. 755.1 747.7 625.8 
20.2 25.0 24 
70.2 70.0 68 56 

*A11 samplers were filled within 30 minutes of this time 

Analysis 
location 

Table 2_ Round 3 Analysis Results 
Bq.m * 1 standard deviation 

ARL EML 
-Fill location 

NRPB USBM USBM 

ARL(l) 5291* 74 
5550* 74 
5365* 74 
5439* 74 

1328*118 
1343*163 
1128*207 
1195*137 

4251*115 
4243* 70 
4573* 78 
4262* 59 

18796*185 
17908*185 
19018*185 
18648* 74 

EML(2) 5217* 37 
5254* 37 
5106* 37 
5365* 37 

1299* 11 
1306* 7 
1310* 15 
1295* 11 

4144* 37 
4255* 37 
4292* 37 
4255* 37 

17205* 74 
17131* 37 
17501* 74 
17390* 37 

NRPB(3) 5450*140 
5760*300 
6100*120 
$5780*280 

1250* 20 
1260* 50 
1310*170 
1260* 30 

4119*130 
4270* 90 
4320*180 
3990* 60 

16570*400 
16560*380 
15710*300 
16180*440 

USBM(4) 4731*215 1282* 52 3797*389 16448*177 16141*195 
4782*222 1174* 65 3612*341 15988*211 15927*147 
4806*195 1218* 68 3851*341 16326*211 16172*215 
4731*215 3736*307 16009*150 15429*167 

(1) From ARL telex dated 26Sep84, except NRPB column from ARL telex 
dated 20ct84; for the EML column slightly lower values were 
reported in the ARL telex dated 13Aug84. 

(2) From EML telex dated 26Sep84. 

(3) From NRPB telex dated 26Sep84. 

(4) From USBM telex identified as 1 9109370740. Includes revision, USBM 
letter dated 28 Jun 85. 
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Table 3. Round 3 Within-Lab Statistics 

M<an and standard deviation among the replicates 
analyzed by each laboratory. In parentheses, the 
average of the single-sample standard deviations. 

Analysis 
Location 

ARL 

EML 

NRPB 

USBM 

ARL 

5411*110 
( 74) 

5236*107 
( 37) 

5773*266 
(210) 

4763* 38 
(296) 

Fill 
EML 

1249*104 
(156) 

1303* 7 

( ID 

1270* 27 
( 67) 

1225* 54 
( 62) 

Location — 
NRPB 

4332*161 
( 80) 

4237* 64 
I 37) 

4175*150 
(115) 

3749*103 
(344) 

USBM 

17307*169 
( 55) 

16193*230 
(187) 

USBM 

18593*481 
(157) 

16255*406 
(380) 

15917*373 
(181) 

Table 4. Statistical Features of Round 3 Results. 

Grand mean 
Grand S.D. 
Coef. of Var. 

Individual 
means, rel. 
to grand 
mean 

Residual S.D. 

F-test 
Significance, 

, I 

ARL 
EML 
NRPB 
USBM 

Z 

< 
ARL 
13Aug84 

< 
5295 
400 
7.6 

+ 116 
-59 

+478 
-532 

155 

29.5 
99.99 

Fill 
EML 
16Jul84 

Location and 
NRPB 
14Sep84 

—Radon Concentration, 
1264 
61 
4.8 

-15 
+39 
+6 
-39 

61 

1.1 
59.0 

4123 
256 
6.2 

+209 
+ 114 
+52 
-374 

125 

16.9 
99.99 

Date 
USBM 
16Jul84 

-3 
B?.m — 

16750 
624 
3.7 

_ .. 

+557 
--

-557 

202 

60.9 
9C.98 

> 
USBM 
13Aug84 

> 

16922 
1298 
7.7 

+ 1601 
--

-667 
-1005 

414 

49.5 
99.99 
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Table 5. Various Statistical Tests for Significant 
Differences Between the Four Analysis Laboratories 

Probability under HO that the statistic in question 
would exceed the value that was observed. (HO: the 
four laboratories are interchangeable.) 

Test and 
Statistic 

ANOVA 
F-stntistic 

ARL 

0.0001 

EHL 
-Fill Location 

NRPB 

0.41 0.0001 

USBM 

0.0002 

USBM 

0.0001 

Kruskal-Wallace 
Chi-Squarc 0.004 0.38 0.034 0.030 0.015 

Median 1-way 
Chi-square 0.025 0.v,39 0-U 0.008 0.026 

V.D.Waerden 1-way 
Chi-square 0.0046 0.47 0.034 0.025 0.019 

Savage 1-way 
Chi-square 0.0093 0.41 0.18 0.039 0.018 
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APPENDIX A HEA ENABLING DOCUMENT 

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC RESTRICTED 
CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Paris, drafted: 19th Oct. 1983 
NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY 

dist. : 24th Oct. 1983 
SAN/DOC(83)22 

Or. Engl. 

COMMITTEE ON RADIATION PROTECTION AND PUBLIC HEALTH 

International Intercalibratlon and Intercomparison 
Programme for Radon, Thoron and their 

Daughters Monitoring Equipment 

The organization of an international intercalibration* and 
intercomparison** programme concerning dosimetric and other equipment for the 
measurement of radon, thoron and their daughters is potentially one of the 
most useful results of the entire NEA programme of work on radon dosimetry and 
monitoring which was initiated in 1979 [document SEN/SAN(79)23]. Item 6 of 
the terms of reference of Phase II Group of Experts on Radon Dosimetry and 
Monitoring should: 

...."(6) discuss the technical and organizational aspects of a programme of 
comparative evaluation and intercalibration for monitoring and dosimetry 
systems, including a preliminary estimate of the magnitude of costs involved." 

At the thirty-ninth meeting of the Committee on Radiation Protection and 
Public Health (February 1983), a proposal was put forward by the Phase II 
Group of Experts on Radon Dosimetry and Monitoring for a programme of 
intercomparison and intercalibration of equipment and techniques for the 
monitoring of radon, thoron and their daughters. This proposal is outlined in 
document SEN/SAN(83)4 which provides the background and the nature and scope 
of the proposed programme, and as such should be read together with the 
present document. This would be undertaken in close collaboration with a 

•Intercalibration: Comparison of a method or device with a reference 
standard. 

**intercomparison: Comparison of accuracy and reproducibility of different 
devices or method 
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similar programme organized by the CEC for the European Community area. The 
Committee approved this proposal in principle and agreed that contacts should 
be made by the Secretariat with various countries and the CEC to identify 
possible regional laboratories which would act as central calibration 
facilities for this exercise within their region of influence, and that a 
small organizing committee should be set up to prepare a detailed technical 
and organizational plan. 

In consultation with the Chairman of the Phase II Croup of Experts (Dr. 
Steinhausler, Austria), and on the basis of indications expressed by various 
members of the CRPPH and cf the Radon Expert Group, the Secretariat wrote to 
the CRPPH members for Australia, Austria, Sweden, United States and United 
Kingdom in order to identify possible regional calibration laboratories and to 
convene a small organizing committee to prepare the technical and 
organizational planning. 

The original proposal of the Group of Experts on Radon Dosimetry and 
Monitoring envisaged the subdivision of '.he OECD area, for the purposes of 
this exercise, into four regions, namely the CEC countries, the other European 
countries, the North American Continent and the Pacific Area. Successively, 
according to suggestions raised w.' hin the CRPPH it was felt sufficient to 
limit the number of regions to three, including ell the European countries 
(CEC as well as non-CEC) into one and the same region. 

A first meeting of the organizing committee took place in Paris in May 
1983, with participants from Austria, Canada, Sweden, United Kingdom, United 
States and the CEC, as well as observers from Belgium, France and Italy. The 
Australian Radiation Laboratory telexed a commitment of interest and 
willingness to participate, giving technical details of Australia's capability 
to participate as a regional calibration laboratory. 

The meeting achieved three objectives: 

(i) identified four regional calibration laboratories, whose 
participation in the programme was subsequently formally established. 
Although the number of regions was limited to three, it was felt, in 
fact, appropriate to involve two calibration laboratories, instead of 
one in the North American continent in view of the size of that 
region and large number of institutions potentially interested in 
participating in the programme ; 

(ii) outlined essential technical requirements and criteria concerning 
radon chambers as well as exposure and measurement procedures, to be 
further developed into a detailed organizational plan and technical 
protocol for the programme ; 

(iii) outlined a programme time schedule. 

2. Identification of Regional Calibration Laboratories 

The criteria adopted in identifying regional calibration laboratories 
were; 
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(a) broad experience and capability in the measurement of radon and radon 
daughters in occupational and non-occupational situations; 

(b) existence of a radon exposure chamber satisfying to a given set of 
requirements; 

(c) availability of an organization capable of providing technical, 
(administrative and managerial support for a large number of 
participants and measurements; 

(d) good technical level of equipment and quality control of measurement 
procedures. 

Based on these criteria, discussions within the organizing committee, and 
submission from some potential participants, it was agreed that the most 
desirable arrangements for regional calibration laboratories were the 
following: 

for Europe 

National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), Didcot, UK; 

for North America 

Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML), US Department of Energy 
(DOE), New York (for non occupational exposure situations); 

Denver Research Center (DMRC), US Bureau of Mines (USBM) (for 
occupational exposure situations); 

for the Pacific Area 

Aus>ralian Radiation Laboratory (ARL), Melbourne. 

These laboratories officially accepted to play this role with the 
understanding that the intercomparison/intercaliDration programme is an 
individual exercise and involves no commitment by the above laboratories to 
continue to act on a permanent basis as reference standards or calibration 
facilities. 

3 Selection of Dosimeters for Testing 

In discussing various problems associated with the 
intercalibration/intercomparison programme, the organizing committee 
reiterated that it is considerably simpler to test passive devices in non
occupational exposure situations and rather more difficult to carry out 
calibration in occupational exposure situations, largely due to the difficulty 
of reproducing the extreme environmental c/.posure conditions to which 
dosimeters are submitted in underground mines. It was, therefore, decided 
that the intercalibration of passive devices would be carried out in 
successive steps, under non-occupational exposure conditions and occupational 
exposure conditions. 
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As far as the types of dosimeters to be admitted to the intercalibration 
exercise are concerned, it was agreed that both commercial equipment and pilot 
and experimental devices for which adequate knowledge of characteristics and 
behavior was documented would be tested. 

A. Minimum Requirements for Radon Exposure Chambers 

Central to the success of such an intercalibration/ intercomparison 
exercise is the availability of radon exposure chambers which would satisfy 
certain minimum requirements with respect to: 

(a) exposure chamber features; 

(b) source characteristics and control; 

(c) control of environmental conditions in the exposure chamber; 

(d) monitoring of environmental and exposure conditions in the chamber. 

5. Protocol of Intercalibration and Intercomparison Measurements 

The intercalibration and intercomparison campaign will be carried out in 
two successive phases: 

Phase I, in which the four regional laboratories will intercalibrate 
their measurement methods and equipment, standardizing calibration 
conditions and procedures. 

Phase II, in which each regional laboratory will carry out 
calibration and intercomparison measurements on dosimeters and other 
measuring equipment submitted by laboratories, industries ard other 
institutions in the countries comprised in its region cf influence. 

As far as the standardization of calibration conditions between the four 
regional laboratories is concerned (Phase I), it was agreed that this should 
be based on an exchange of appropriate samples or measuring equipment between 
the four laboratories, and would include testing of independent measurement 
methods. A list of such methods and techniques was specified between the 
participating laboratories, along with adequate technical data and 
characteristics and was included into a detailed protocol for the execution of 
the experimental work. 

This protocoj., including detailed organizational plans and technical 
specifications, was prepared during the summer 1983 through consultations 
between the four regional laboratories, and was approved at the second meeting 
of the organizing committee, in October 1983. 

One particular problem during Phase I was the fact that, contrary to the 
case of radon, there is no primary reference system for radon daughters. 
Therefore, the intercalibrfction for these nuclides cannot be performed through 
exchange of dosimeters, but must be done at one of the four laboratories with 
participants from the other three laboratories. This preliminary 
intercalibration was carried out in October 1983 at the UK NRPB. 
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6. Time Schedule of the Programme 

The preparation of the experimental protocol and the preliminary work and 
measurements have been completed. The intercalibration/intercomparison 
campaign will be then carried out according to the following time schedule. 

Phase I - Inter-Regional Intprcalihration 

(among the four regional calibration laboratories) 

December 83- Exchange of equipment between the four laboratories, 
February 84 experimental measurements and analysis of results. 

Spring 8A - Preparation of reports on the results of Phase I exercise. 

April 84 - Organizing committee to meet to review results of Phase I and 
finalize preparation of Phase II. 

All this Phase I will be completed before April-May 1984 in order to be 
compatible with the CEC intra-regional intercalibration programme already 
scheduled for summer 1984. 

Phase II - Intra-Reglonal Intercomparisons 

(in each region) 

June-July 84 Submission of passive dosimeters (by national laboratories and 
other participants). 

September 84 Review of results at regional level, preparation and exchange of 
reports on regional results. 

October 84 Organizing committee to meet to review results [perhaps in 
conjunction with proposed International Conference on Radiation 
Safety in Mining, Toronto, 15th-19th October 1984] and prepare 
joint report. 

Early 85 International Workshop organized by NEA and CEC (in Paris) to 
review the Intercalibration and Intercomparison Campaign and its 
results. 

7. Conclusion 

The Committee is invited to endorse the programme described, and to agree 
on the organization, jointly with the CEC, of a workshop early in 1985 for the 
final review of the results of the programme. 
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APPENDIX B RADON CALIBRATION DETAILS 

B.l AUSTRALIAN RADIATION LABORATORY 
(Submitted by S. Solomon, ARL) 

Scintillation cells are used by ARL for radon measurements. The cells 
used for the radon intercomparison were made at ARL prior to the Round 1 
measurements. They are spun copper cells of volume 100 * 1 cm , and are 
coated with zinc sulphide phosphor. The windows are glass, with a conductive 
tin oxide layer and these are epoxied to the cell body. Plug valves, with 
three Teflon coated Viton 0-ring seals provide the vacuum seal and Swagelok 
Quik-fit connectors provide fast connection for evacuation and sampling. These 
cells were found to be consistently vacuum tight, and no apparent leaks were 
detected during shipping. 

The activity in each cell was measured using 5 cm diameter 
photomultiplier tube, mounted in close proximity ta the cell window. The tube 
was operated at a high voltage corresponding to the mid-point of the counting 
plateau. The same photomultipller aad counting electronics were used for all 
intercomparison measurements. 

At the time of the cells' construction ;he radon calibration system was 
being upgraded. An initial cell calibration was made using a commercial solid 
radon source, with a certified radium activity. This source was continuously 
flushed through a sampling chamber. The activity in samples drawn from this 
chamber were derived from the source production rate and the measured air flow 
through the chamber. The derived calibration factors were used for the 
results reported December 20, 1983. 

The cell calibrations were repeated in March 1984 using a radium solution 
source in place of the solid source. The liquid source activity was traceable 
to British Standards. Although an identical calibration procedure was used, 
the two sets of calibrations differed by an average of 18 percent. This 
calibration led to the March 26, 1984 revision of reported values. 

In an attempt to identify this discrepancy a third calibration, using an 
in-growth method, was made during August 1984. Following flushing and a known 
ingrowth period, the radon from the liquid source was transferred to a large 
sealed chamber of known volume. Radon samples were taken from the chamber and 
the calibration derived from the measured cell counts, the source activity, 
the buildup period, the chamber volume and the measurement time. This 
recalibration yielded a minor change to the previous liquid source derived 
factors. Since this third calibration was consistent with simultaneous 
measurements of radon daughters from the chamber, these newly derived factors 
were used in reporting the Round 3 results. 
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B.2 ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY 
(Prepared by E.O. Knutson, EML) 

The basic apparatus used by EML for measuring the concentration of radon 
gas during the International Intercalibration and Intercomparison Program 
(HIP) was the EML pulse ionization chambers, which are described in a recent 
laboratory publication (Fisenne, I. and Keller, H., 1985). The pulse 
ionization chambers are primary calibration instruments traceable directly to 
the United States Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards (NBS) 
through use of their Standard Reference Materials Ra-226 solutions. The 
linkage of the pulse ionization chamber calibration to NBS and the exposure 
chan.ber to the pulse ionization chambers is the basis of the EML radon 
measurement quality assurance program. 

The EML pulse ionization chambers have a 35 year history of use. We 
presently have nine units. The calibration factors have remained unchanged 
for three decades. The overall mean and standard deviation of the calibration 
factor for the eight chambers in normal service is 233 * 7 counts per hour per 
pCl of radon. No changes in measurement procedure or in calibration factor 
were made during the course of the HIP. 

To collect and transport radon samples during the HIP, EML used 0.16 L 
stainless steel cylinders equipped with a toggle valve at each end. (The 
cylinder volumes were individually measured.) In Round 1 of the Phase I 
intercomparison, we requested the HIP laboratories to fill the four cylinder"; 
we supplied by the flow through method, with all four cylinders connected in 
series. This was changed for Round 2, for which we requested that the 
cylinders be filled two at a time by flow through. In Round 3, we requested 
that the cylinders be filled individually by evacuating, filling, evacuating 
again and filling again. 

Reference: Fisenne, I.M. and Keller, H.W. The EML Pulse Ionisation Chamber 
Systems for Rn-222 Measurement. Report EML-437. U.S. Department 
of Energy (1985) 

B.3 NATIONAL RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION BOARD 
(Prepared by J.C.H. Miles, NRPB) 

Commercial scintillation cells were used; these have a nominal volume of 
160 ml, are made of aluminium lined with zinc sulphide and have a hard plastic 
window held in place with epoxy resin. Before use, all cells were tested over 
two days to ensure they did not leak. However, it was found during the 
measurements that some cells developed leaks around the windows, presumably 
due to the overpressure caused inside the cells when taken to high altitude in 
aircraft. Therefore for the third round of the intercomparison, steel 
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cylinders were used to transport gas samples, the contents being transferred 
to scintillation cells for measurement. 

Calibration was initially carried out using a dry radon source claiming 
traceability to NBS standards. This source gave a radon output that took some 
hours to stabilise in concentration, so calibrations were only carried out 
after at. least 24 hours continuous flushing, the flow then being temporarily 
diverted through the cells. Intercomparison rounds 1 and 2 made it clear that 
calibration factors derived in this way were significantly in error, so 
recalibration of the cells was undertaken. This was done by comparison with 
measurement of the individual daughter concentrations using the spectrometric 
technique in the NRPB's 43 m environmental chamber. Radon daughters were 
allowed to grow in over more than three hours, while a 0.3 micron salt aerosol 
was generated, to achieve an equilibrium factor greater than 0.95. It was 
then assumed that Po-218 was in equilibrium with radon. Po-218 concentration 
was measured before and after filling cells with radon, and the efficiency of 
the cells calculated. The calibration factors derived were used in round 3, 
and applied retrospectively to rounds 1 and 2. 

B.4 U.S. BUREAU OF MINES 
(Prepared by R. Droullard, USBM) 

Scintillation cells using a zinc sulfide phosphor have been the Bureau's 
primary method for measuring radon-222 for the past 14 years. Efficiency 
factors for the cells have been determined by de-emanating National Bureau of 
standards radium-226 sources and, in recent years, by intercomparison tests 
with the Environmental Measurement Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy. 

Activity in the cells is measured by placing them on a photomultiplier 
tube and counting the events for a pre-selected time interval. The counting 
system is operated at the mid-point of the counting plateau. 

The scintillation cells used by the Bureau for the tests are commercial 
items obtained from two domestic manufacturers. Their volumes were measured 
and found to be 94 cm for one supplier's cells and 102 cm for the other. 

3 
For the first test, the 94 cm cells were supplied to the participating 

laboratories and upon their receipt at the Denver Research Center, one hour 
counts were made. The standard deviation reported for these results was 
determined by taking the square root of the total events per counting period. 

The results of the first test showed that there was a problem with loss 
of radon from the cells. Careful testing of 94 cm cells showed that there 
were leaks in some of the cells at the window, around the cell-valve joint, 
and in the glass stopcock valve. The leaks around the window and the cell-
valve joint were caused by a bad epoxy mixture. 

Following the first test, an investigation of the effect of the internal 
cell pressure on the cell's efficiency was made. This work showed that 
pressure differences between sea level and the elevations at DRC affected the 
sensitivity of the 94 cm cells significantly. Accordingly, it was decided t 
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pressurize the Bureau's cells to 800 Torr prior to counting as a standard 
procedure. 

3 
The 102 cm cells were chosen for the second test because their epoxy 

seals were satisfactory. Upon receipt of these cells, they were pressurized 
to 800 Terr and counted using a different procedure. Four counting systems 
were set up and the A cells were counted for 17 hours using 1 hour counting 
periods. The standard deviation reported is based on the results of these 17 
measurements and not the square root of the number of events. 

Unfortunately, there were some cell leaks encountered during the second 
test. These were traced to the glass stopcock valves which were then replaced 
by metal plug valves. 

For the third test, scintillation cells with plug valves were supplied to 
EML. Stainless steel gas cylinders equipped with a bellows valve were 
supplied to the other two laboratories. All containers were loaded at ambient 
pressure. Upon receipt at the Denver Research Center, the contents of the gas 
cylinders were transferred to scintilL.iion cells and counted as described for 
the second test. There were no significant problems with the procedures used 
during the third test. 
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APPENDIX C REVISED ROUND 1 AND 2 RADON RESULTS 

Round 1 Radon Intercomparison Filling Conditions 

Fill date 
Fill time, GMT* 
Barometric pressure, mm Hg 
Temperature, *C 
Relative humidity, X 

ARL 

22Nov83 
0407 
-
25.1 
38.1 

EML 

28Nov83 
1A30 
762.3 
24 
26.5 

NRPB 

lDec83 
1006 
767 
24.6 
37 

USBM 

21Nov83 
1413 
610.4 
-
35 

*A11 samplers were filled within 30 minutes of this time 

Round 2 Radon Intercomparison Filling Conditions 

Fill date 
Fill time, GMT* 
Barometric pressure, mm Hg 
Temperature, *C 
Relative humidity, X 

ARL 

7Feb84 
0005 
757.0 
19.9 
39.8 

EML 

6Feb84 
1315 
753.3 
30.5 
37 

NRPB 

9Feb84 
0955 
766 
24 
40 

USBM 

6Feb84 
1405 
623.2 
24.4 
18 

*A11 samplers were filled within 30 minutes of this time 
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Round 1 Radon Intercomparison Analysis Results 

Analysis Results, Bq.m 
* 1 Poisson standard deviation 

Analysis 
location ARL 

—Fill location-
EML NRPB USBM 

ARL(l) 8251* 56 
8214* 56 
8177* 56 
8658* 56 

1635* 37 
1580* 30 
1554* 37 
1613* 37 

3567* 74 
3252* 74 
3656* 74 
3360* 74 

2372* 59 
2320* 48 
2364* 49 
2294* 37 

EML(2) 9397* 74 
9471* 37 
9619* 74 
9212* 37 

1846* 15 
1828* 11 
1813* 15 
1813* 11 

3811* 37 
3774* 37 
3700* 37 
3700* 37 

2656* 41 
2634* 26 
2593* 41 
2482* 26 

NRPB(3) 8290*250 LEAK 3190*150 2330* 80 
8190*450 1700* 50 3370*110 2400*150 
8880*310 1730* 80 4200*110 2120* 80 
8960*310 1660* 80 326CU60 LEAK 

USBM(4) 6396 
4895 
6911 
5239 

1450 
1497 
1528 
1234 

2671 
3663 
2336 
3196 

2402 

These numbers are from ARL report dated 26Mar84; they are about 
18Z larger than the numbers in the telex dated 200ec83. 

These numbers are from the EML letter dated 19Dec83. 

Numbers from NP.PB telex dated 15Apr85; the values are about 30% 
larger than in the NRPB telex dated 19Dec83. 

Numbers in the EML column are from USBM telex 51755253; the 
remaining numbers are from the USBM letter dated 28Dec83. All 
values have been multiplied by the ratio 0.7536/0.8174 given in 
the USBM letter dated 28 Jun 85. 
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Round 2 Radon Intercomparison Analysis Results 

Analysis Results, Bq.m 
* 1 Poisson standard deviation 

Fill location 
ARL 

7130* 22 
6765* 26 
6930* 33 
6805* 15 

3857* 48 
7571* 44 
4008* 48 
7193* 44 

6950*410 
7140*160 
5910*250 
LEAK 

7699 
4645(LEAK) 
7605 
7941 

EML 

2690* 
2630* 
2520* 
2650* 

3000* 
3004* 
3093* 
2997* 

2800* 
2700* 
2980* 

2603 
2613 
2583 
2497 

50 
50 
20 
85 

22 
15 
22 
46 

70 
70 
80 

NRPB 

4330* 
4480* 
4480* 
4510* 

3874* 
4903* 
4089* 
4969* 

4370* 
446C* 
4880* 
4130* 

5000 

75 
75 
75 
75 

41 
30 
41 
30 

50 
90 
90 
80 

3783(LEAK) 
5123 
5076 

USBM 

14390*150 
15130*150 
13580*180 
14360*180 

1047* 30 
14778* 70 
14678*100 
13857* 67 

LEAK 
10940*290 
15090*290 
8230*400 

13098 

1 Numbers in the NRPB column are froa the ARL telex dated 15Mar84; 
all other numbers from ARL telex dated 27Feb84. 

2 From EML telex date unknown 

3 From NRPB telex dated 15Apr85; the values are generally larger 
than those in the NRPB telex dated 27Feb84. 

4 From USBM telex 51754058. All values have been multiplied by the 
ratio 0.7536/0.8174 given in the USBM letter dated 28 Jun 85. 

Analysis 
location 

ARL(l) 

EML(2) 

NRPB(3) 

USBM(4) 
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APPENDIX D RADON DAUGHTER INTERCOHPARISON, I 

INTERCOMPARISON OF RADON DAUGHTER MEASUREMENTS 
by REGIONAL REFERENCE LABORATORIES 

(Prepared by J.C.H. Miles, NRPB) 

D.1 INTRODUCTION 

In February 1983 the OECD/NEA and the CEC agreed on a programme of 
interconparison and intercalibration of equipment and techniques for 
monitoring radon-222, radon-220 and their daughters. Four laboratories agreed 
to act as regional calibration laboratories for the purposes of this exercise: 
the Australian Radiation Laboratory (ARL), Melbourne, Australia; the 
Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML), New York, U.S.A.; the National 
Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), Chilton, U.K. and the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines (USBM), Denver, U.S.A.; 

Intercomparison of techniques for the me as-, "anient of radon daughters is 
not possible unless the sets of equipment being compared are run side by side. 
Since representatives from each of the regional calibration laboratories were 
in Europe in October 1983 for the International Symposium on Exposure to 
Natural Radiation and Related Risk Assessment, Capri, the opportunity was 
taken for an intercomparison of radon daughter measurement techniques. 
Equipment from all four laboratories was run side by side in the NRPB 
environmental chamber. 

D.2 MEASUREMENTS 

Three of the laboratories (ARL, EML and USBM) used the modified Tsivoglou 
technique to measure the radon daughters, and one (NRPB) used the Nazaroff 
technique. Details of the techniques, equipment and calibration methods used 
are given in Tables 4 - 7 . 

Before any radon daughter measurements were made, the instruments were 
compared using calibrated alpha sources. Three laboratories, ARL, EML and 
NP.PB had alpha sources, and these were used where possible on all four sets of 
equipment. The characteristics of these sources are shown in Table 1, and a 
comparison of the detector efficiencies found using different sources is shown 
f.n Table 2. Because of differences in the geometries of the sources and the 
counting equipment, the results of using different sources are not always 
comparable. The USBM equipment, in which the filter paper or source is held 
in contact with the scintillator, which in turn is in contact with a 7 cm 
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diameter photomultiplier tube, is the only case in which efficiency would be 
expected to be virtually independent of the source configuration. 

All of the measurements were carried out in the NRPB environmental 
chamber. This is a 43 m steel room with a double door (airlock) entry. The 
room contains only one sampling port large enough to take a 3 cm diameter 
filter holder. This port was used by the NRPB, with a filter holder 
projecting 33 cm inside the room. The filter holders from the other three 
laboratories were fixed within a few centimetres of the NRPB holder to 
eliminate any possible discrepancies due to inhomogeneities in the daughter 
concentrations in the air. For each measurement all the sampling pumps were 
run simultaneously for five minutes. 

Radon was released into the steel room on the day before measurements 
were made, by bubbling air through a radium salt solution. The radon 
concentration was maintained approximately constant by continuously bubbling 
air through the solution during the measurements. A hot wire was used to 
maintain a high concentration of condensation nuclei. A diffusion battery and 
a condensation nucleus counter were used to measure the aerosol size 
distribution and concentration. Ventilation rate measurements were made using 
nitrous oxide as a tracer g,̂ ' and an infra-red spectrophotometer as detector. 

Six measurements wer • carried out; the first five on 11/10/83 and the 
sixth on 12/10/83. The first three measurements were made with the hot wire 
switched on to achieve a high equilibrium factor. Then the hot wire was 
switched off and an electrostatic precipitator with a nominal throughput of 5 
m per minute was switched on, to achieve a low equilibrium factor. Two 
measurements were made under these conditions. Then the precipitator was 
switched off and the hot wire was left switched on overnight before making one 
more measurement the next day. 

D.3 RESULTS 

The ventilation rate was found to be 0.017 air changes per hour. This is 
higher than the rate usually observed when the room is sealed, presumably due 
to the frequency with which experimenters entered through the airlock, ihe 
condensation nucleus concentration was found,to be in the range 1 : 2 x 10 
nuclei per ml for runs 1,2, 3 and 6, 1 x 10* for run 4 and 2 x 10 for run 5. 
The geometric mean diameter of the nuclei was in the range 12 - 22 nm. 

The results of the radon daughter measurements in the six runs are shown 
in Table 3. (The footnotes document the corrections made prior to the 22 May 
84 meeting in Paris.) The agreement betwaen the laboratories in measurement of 
Working Level is encouraging, though the results show unexplained systematic 
differences between laboratories. The agreement on individual daughter 
concentrations is less good, particularly for the measurements with a low 
equilibrium factor, though here the low daughter concentrations led to higher 
random uncertainties. 
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D.4 CONCUSSIONS 

We consider that the agreement, among the four laboratories in terns of 
their Measured radon daughter concentrations in six tests is satisfactory. In 
the worst case, the spread of results was 16Z of the aean of those results. 
There were systematic differences between the results of the four 
laboratories, but these were small and can be dealt with by future research in 
the four laboratories. 

There was great benefit in the side-by-slde nature of the 
intercomparison. Two out of the total of 24 measurements were spotted almost 
immediately as outliers and plausible reasons for this were found so that the 
data could be discarded. In all probability, this would not have been found 
out if the four laboratories had operated in isolation, doing unreplicated 
sampling. However, both outliers were of such a nature that replicate 
sampling probably would have detected them. 
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Table 1. Calibration Sources Used 

SOURCE 
ACTIVE 

ISOTOPE DIAMETER 
(—) 

RACKING 
ACTIVITY 

(Bq) 

ARL 

EML 

NRPB 

Ca-244 
+ 0.8Z 
AM-241 

AM-241 

Am-241 

18 

7 

Thick Plastic 3594 

Stainless steel 183 

Metal 5667 

2950 alphas eaitted per second from front surface, 
including backscatter. 

Table 2. Comparison of Detector Efficiencies Dsing 
Calibration Sources 

DETECTOR 

ARL 

EML 

NRPB 

USBM 

SOURCE 

ARL EML NRPB 

0.384 0.388 0.390 

0.452 0.454 0.438 

* 0.180 0.184 

0.492 0.478 0.469 

•Source too thick to fit into detector. 

Note: These efficiencies have been corrected where 
necessary by applying the appropriate 
geometrical factor to give the efficiency when 
counting a filter paper. 
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Table 3. Results of Radon Daughter Intercomyarison 

Test 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 

ARL 
< 

3620*370 
2700*120 
2120*130 

3230*370 
2320*110 
2250*130 

1120*360 
300* 40 
270* 50 

1240*120 
180* 30 
30* 35 

2750*350 
2310*110 
1900*120 

< 

14.2*0.2 
13.1*0.2 
2.08*0.1 
1.33*0.1 
12.2*0.2 

EML 
Activi 

3880*250 
2670* 80 
2390* 90 

3560*250 
2710* 80 
2370* 90 

3200*250 
2630* 80 
2310* 90 

1580*100 
390* 30 
180* 30 

1250* 80 
170* 20 
100* 25 

2580*240 
2350* 80 
2450* 90 

NRPB USBH, 
ty Concentration, Bq. 

3710* 
2830* 
2430* 

3540* 
2840* 
2430* 

3320* 
2780* 
2490* 

1670* 
390* 
190* 

1500* 
170* 
50* 

2870* 
2510* 
2430* 

40 
30 
20 

40 
30 
20 

40 
30 
20 

25 
15 
10 

25 
10 
5 

30 
30 
20 

Potential Alpha Energy 
14.9*0.2 
14.8*0.2 
14.2*0.2 
2.41*.06 
1.41*.04 
13.4*0.2 

15.3*0.1 
15.3*0.1 
15.1*0.1 
2.49*. 
1.47*. 

.04 

.04 
13.9*0.1 

3430*3 
2590* 
2280* 

m 

.60 
50 
60 

3460*160 
2600* 
2160* 

1500* 
350* 
170* 

1380* 
160* 
40* 

50 
50 

60 
20 
20 

50 
15 
15 

2550*150 
2250* 
2180* 

50 
50 

Concentration 
14.2*0.1 
14.0*0.1 

2.22*0.1 
1.35* .04 
12.5*0.1 

Mean a md 
Std. Dev. 

3670 
2700 
2370 

3350 
2710 
2270 

3210 
2580 
2350 

1470 
360 
200 

1340 
170 
60 

2690 
2360 
2240 

, fiJ .m 

14.8 
14.5 
14.1 

230 
120 
80 

70 
100 
160 

110 
230 
120 

240 
40 
50 

120 
10 
30 

150 

no 
260 

-3 

0.6 
0.6 
1.0 

2.30 0.19 
1.39 0.06 
13.0 0.8 

Range 
> 

450 
240 
150 

160 
240 
320 

210 
460 
240 

550 
90 
100 

260 
20 
70 

320 
260 
550 

> 
1.1 
1.3 
2.0 
0.41 
0.41 
1.7 

This table includes revisions made up to May, 1984, as follows: 

1 The half-life of Po-218 has been taken as 3.11 minutes instead of 3.05 
minutes. 

2 The ARL results have been decreased by 32 because cf flow-rate 
recalibration. 

3 The NRPB results have been corrected for a revised estimate of the 
calibration source activity. 

4 A timing error in the program used to calculate the NRPB results has 
been corrected. 
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Tabic 4. Equipment used by the 
Australian Radiation Laboratory 

The Modified Tsivoglou technique was used (Thomas, 1972). 

Filter: 0.8 /Ha Gellman membrane filter, 10 urn diameter spot in centre used. 

Pump: )2 V DC diaphragm pump. 
Plow measurement:Dwyer rotameter calibrated using NRPB dry test meter. (ARL 
Schlumberger wet test meter gives 32 higher flow rate). 

2 
Detector: 700mm diffused junction detector (Harshaw) 

Source-detector distance: 3.6mm 

Calibration: Osing ARL Cm-244 source specially prepared to duplicate filter 
geometry. 

Background: Less than 0.1 cpm 

Reference: Thongs, J. W., 1972, "Measurement of Radon Daughters in Air", 
Health Physics 23, 783-790 
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Table 5. Equipment used by the 
Environmental Measurements Laboratory 

The modified Tsivoglou method developed by Thomas (Thomas, 1972) is used in 
EML programs. The method consists of the following: 

1. The total alpha disintegrations in three optimized time intervals 
(2-5, 6-20 and 21-30) minutes after the end of sampling are 
determined. 

2. The concentration of each nuclide (Po-218, Pb-214 and Bi-214) is 
obtained from the disintegrations in the three intervals, the 
sampling time, flowrate and known numerical coefficients. 

The characteristics of the EML measuring system are: 

1. Detector System: ZnS disc in contact with filter in proximity with 
a 5cm bare photomultiplier tube (essentially windowless detector). 

2. Counter Efficiency: 0.45 cpm/dpm. 

3. Alpha Standard Source: Am-241 plated discs, certified by US-NBS 
and EML. 

4. Counter Background: 0.1 cpm. 

5. Filter Paper: 25 mm, 0.8 /Jm pore size Millipore (100Z collection 
efficiency OX alpha absorption). 

6. Flowrate: 10 1/m - Flowmeter calibrated exactly as used in the 
field with standard dry or wet test meters. 

7. Sampling Time: 5 minutes. 

8. Calibration: The whole system is calibrated indirectly in EML 
radon and radon daughter chamber. 

9. Minimum Limit of Detection: For 502 relative standard deviation 
and using the system and parameters mentioned in 1-8 above, the 
lower limit of detection for (Po-218, Pb-214, Bi-214 and Working 
level) is 0.7 pCi/1, 0.2 pCifl, 0.6 pCi/1 and <0004 WL, 
respectively. The lower limit can be improved by using higher 
flowrate which we often use when measuring environmental levels of 
radon daughters. The modified Tsivoglou method is comparable to 
the alpha spectrometrlc method for Pb-214 and Bi-214 but less 
accurate for Po-218, a problem that can be overcome by using higher 
air flowrate. 

Reference: Thomas, J. W,, 1972, "Measurement of Radon Daughter in Air". 
Health Physics 23, p. 783-79. 
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Table 6. Equipment used by the 
National Radiological Protection Board 

Alpha spectrometry method based on Nazaroff technique. 

Sampling 

1. Filter: 25 mm Millipore AA membrane, 0.8 Jim pore diameter. 

2. Filter holder: Gellman open plastic holder. 
3. Pump: Edwards vacuum/compressor pump. 
4. Flow rate: 25 litres per minute. 
5. Flow measurement: UG1 Dry test meter on outlet of pump. 

Counting 

2 
1. Detector: Ortec 400 mm surface barrier detector. 
2. Operating pressure: 650 mm Hg below atmospheric. 
3. Source-detector distance: 6.7 mm. 
4. Pre-Amplifier: Ortec 109. 
5. Amplifier: Ortec 485. 
6. Multichannel analyser: CAMLAB LSI-11 
7. System control and calculation: Millbank System 10 microcomputer 
8. Sampling and counting regime: 

- 5 m sample 
1 m delay (transfer filter to counter) 
10 m count 
10 m delay 
19 m count 

9. Counting channels: 1.0 - 6.15 MeV and 6.15 - 8.00 MeV 

Calculation 

10. Correction for overlap between channels 
11. Calculation of RaA, RaB, RaC, WL and F in relation to RaA. 

Calibration: A large-area Fleming drawer counter is calibrated using an Am-
241 source. The surface barrier detector is cross-calibrated 
against this using membrane filters which have been used to 
sample radon-220 daughters. This calibration is checked by 
using the Am-241 source with the surface barrier detector and 
correcting for geometry. 

Reference: W. W. Nazaroff, A. V. Nero and K. L. Revzan (1982). Alpha 
spectroscopic techniques for field measurement of radon 
daughters. In "Natural Radiation Environment" Edited by K. 
G. Vohra et al. Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the 
Natural Radiation Environment, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, 
Bombay 19-23 January 1981. Wiley Eastern, New Delhi p 350-
357. 
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Table 7. Equipment used by the 
U.S. Bureau of Mines 

Measurement technique: Modified Tsivoglou (Thomas, 1972) 

Filter: Millipore type AA 0.8 /On. 

Pump: Millipore type XX60. 

Flow measurement: UG1 dry test meter on outlet of pump. 

Detector: Ludlum model 182 Radon flask counter, with 7 cm diameter 
photomultiplier tube. Filter paper placed on ZnS film on 
photomultiplier, held in contact using a weight. Output fed 
into Ludlum model 2200 portable scaler. 

Calibration: Am-241 source 

Reference: Thomas, J. W., 1972 "Measurement of Radon Daughters in Air", 
Health Physics 23, 783-790-
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APPENDIX E RADON DAUGHTER INTERCOMPARISON, II 

SECOND INTERCOMPARISON OF RADON DAUGHTER MEASUREMENTS 
by REGIONAL REFERENCE LABORATORIES 

(Prepared by S.B. Solomon, ARL) 

E.l INTRODUCTION 

During October 1983, a preliminary intercomparison of radon daughter 
measurements was carried out by the four radon reference laboratories using 
the radon chamber at the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB). The 
results, given in Appendix D, showed generally good agreement among the four 
laboratories, but there were small systematic differences of the order of 5%. 
Given the limited number of tests and time, it was not possible to identify 
the causes of these systematic differences. The value of side by side 
measurements of radon daughter concentrations was clearly shown. 

The OECD/NEA and CEC International Radon Workshop was held in Paris 
during May 1985. Prior to this meeting, representatives of the four regional 
radon reference laboratories met at the US DOE Environmental Measurements 
Laboratory (EML) in New York. The aims of this meeting were to repeat the 
intercomparison of radon daughter measurements using the EML radon calibratio 
chamber, to identify systematic difference between the four laboratories, and 
to extend the measurements to cover unattached radon daughters. As for the 
first radon daughter intercomparison, equipment from all four laboratories wa 
run side by side. However, the time available for the measurements was 
extended from two to five days, allowing a more detailed set f measurements. 

E.2 MEASUREMENTS 

The measurement programme was divided in three sections; 

(i) Intercomparison of calibration sources and standards 

- (ii) Intercomparison of radon daughter measurements 

- (iii) Intercomparison of unattached fraction measurements 

The first set of measurements were made using the calibrated alpha 
particle sources and the air flow measurement standards provided by each 
laboratory. The details of these sources and flow standards are given in 
Table 1 and 2. The detection efficiency of each laboratory counting system 
was determined from each of the four alpha sources. The NRPB and the 
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Australian Radiation Laboratory (ARL) alpha sources were highly radioactive 
and led to dead-time losses in some of the counting systems. The dead-time 
for each counting system was measured using two alpha sources and the derived 
counting efficiencies were corrected for deadtime losses (NCRP, 1978a). The 
flow rates for each laboratory sampling system were measured using the EML and 
NRPB Dry Test meters. The rotameter on the ARL sampling system had been 
previously calibrated against an ARL Wet Test meter. 

Measurements of radon daughter concentration and unattached fraction were 
carried out using the EML radon chamber. This chamber is described in the 
report of Phase II radon programme for North America (George et al, 1985). 
The radon and radon daughter concentrations in the chamber during the 
intercomparison measurements were continuously monitored using four flow-
through radon scintillation cells and an automatic radon daughter monitor 
(Alphanuclear Model 700), respectively. The tests were carried out at three 
aerosol concentrations, < 4000 CN.cm" , 70,000 CN.cm" , and > 100,000 CN.cm-

measured using a condensation nuclei counter (Environment One Rich 100). 
The exposure conditions in the chamber for each of the tests are summarised in 
Table 3. The wax aerosol used to produce the high condensation nuclei 
concentrations had a geometric mean diameter of 0.075 micrometers and a 
geometric standard deviation of 1.53, as determined by electrical aerosol size 
analyser, (TSI Model 3030) measurements. 

The four laboratories carried out 1A sets of measurements of radon 
daughter concentrations, 6 at low CN concentration and 8 at medium to high CN 
concentration, as well as 3 sets of measurements of unattached fraction. The 
equipment and the analysis methods used by each of the four laboratories are 
summarised in Table 4 - 8 . It should be noted that two distinct counting 
systems were used by NRPB: the vacuum spectrometry method described in Table 7 
was used for counting deposits on filters, while a more conventional 
windowless drawer counter was used for the reference source comparisons. In 
all calculations, the Po-218 half life taken as 3.11 minutes and the Working 
Level (WL) definition was taken as 130,000 Mev of potential alpha particle 
energy per liter of air. 

E.3 RESULTS 

The detection efficiencies for each laboratory counting system and for 
each calibrated alpha particle source, as determined from the the ratio of the 
measured count rate to the quoted source activity are shown in Table 9. The 
count rates were corrected where necessary, for dead-time losses in the 
counting systems. All four counting systems used in the Table 9 
intercomparisons were windowless assemblies, with ZnS phosphor screens in 
close proximity to the source. Thus no correction was needed for differences 
in active diameter of the sources. 

Also shown in Table 9, in parentheses, are the efficiencies to be used 
when counting deposits on low atomic number filters, as in the 
intercotnparison8 to follow. These numbers, which are shown only if different 
from the main entry, were calculated from the measured reference source 
efficiency by making certain assumptions about backscatter (see DISCUSSION). 
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A comparison of air flow measurements was only carried out for two of the 
sampling systems. The sampling rates measured for the ARL and NRPB systems 
are shown in Table 10. The EML and the USBM rotameters used for the 
intercomparison were standardised against the EML Dry Test meter only. All 
measurements were carried out using the same pumps and filters as for the 
radon daughter intercomparison. 

The results of the radon daughter measurements, for low, high and 
intermediate aerosol concentrations, are shown in Tables 11, 12 and 13 
respectively. These tables give the derived activity concentrations and la 
counting errors for each laboratory, together with the mean, standard 
deviation and range for each radon daughter concentration measurement. The 
derived potential alpha energy concentration (PAEC) is also shown. ARL 
samples 1 to 10 were collected using glass fibre filters, while samples 11 to 
17 were collected on membrane filters. Penetration into the glass fibre 
filter, leading to absorption losses for the 6.0 Mev alpha particle from the 

Po decay, accounts for the differences in the measured radon daughter 
concentrations in Tests 7-10 of Table 11. These losses were not present for 
the measurements using membrane filters. 

Three sets of measurements of unattached fraction were carried out. The 
results for each of the four laboratories is shown in Table 14. Two 
laboratories, ARL and NRPB, used 200 mesh stainless steel screens with a 
meirurane backing filter. The total activity for these samples was derived 
from the sum of the screen and the backup filter activities. The EML 
measurement used a separate membrane filter to derive the total activity. The 
USBM took part in two sets of unattached fraction measurements and used a 
sampling device comprising three in-line wire screens of 60, 200 and 500 mesh. 
This is a new experimental configuration and the results cannot be compared 
directly with the results of the other laboratories. 

E.A DISCUSSION 

The Intercomparison of counting efficiencies using the four calibrated 
radioactive sources is complicated by dead-time corrections, backscatter 
corrections and possible uncertainties in the source calibration. The dead 
time corrections for all counting systems using the EML and USBM calibration 
sources were negligible. For the most active source (NRPB), dead-times of 
1.7%, 10% and 2% were measured for the ARL, EML and USBM counting systems, 
respectively. The NRPB counting system used fast nuclear electronics and no 
dead-time corrections were needed for any source. The EML and USBM 
measurements of the ARL and NRPB sources have the largest uncertainties due to 
these dead-time corrections. 

For metal-backed calibration sources, scattering of a particles from the 
backing will slightly enhance the number of a's emerging from the front face 
of the source. The ratio of forward emerging alpha particles to the source 
activity is a function of the atomic number of the source backing material 
(NCRP, 1978b). The ratios used in the present work were 0.500, 0.504, 0.51 
and 0.504 for the ARL, EML, NRPB and USBM sources, respectively. (The lower 
value for ARL is due to the low atomic number backing of the ARL source.) The 
backscattered alpha particles result from multiple small angle scattering, 
predominantly into angles less than 5* (NCRP, 1978c). Calculations indicate 
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that counting systems with geometric detection efficiency less than 48% would 
not detect these backscattered alpha particles. Both the ARL and NRPB counter 
efficiencies lie below this threshold. The measured counter efficiencies for 
the EML and USBM systems are greater than 48%. For these two systems the 
counting efficiencies for filter samples should be adjusted by the ratio of 
the backscatter factor for the filter material to that for steel backings. 

Using the quoted backscatter factors for each source, the counting 
efficiencies for filter samples were derived for each laboratory counting 
system. These were shown in Table 9, and Table 15 gives more information 
about the mean, standard deviation and range of efficiencies, The ratio of the 
measured efficiency for each source, relative to the mean for each counter, is 
also shown in Table 15. It is seen that inconsistencies of the order of 2 to 
3% exist among the reference sources. (The amended value, 5515 Bq, for the 
NRPB source activity was used in these calculations.) 

The intercomparison showed the value of good calibration sources. The 
activity should be low enough to avoid loss of counts due to coincidence, 
since these losses do not occur with actual samples. Furthermore, a low 
atomic number backing is preferred since it precludes backscatter. This would 
avoid the question of how backscattered a's are detected in the different 
counting geometries. 

The limited number of measurements of the laboratory flow standards 
limits the conclusions to be drawn regarding flow measurement. As shown in 
Table 10, there appeared to be good agreement between ARL and EML flow 
measurements but the NRPB flow measurement was 3 to 5% higher than the 
corresponding ARL and EML values. The USBM used a float rotameter provided by 
EML and no comparison was possible with a USBM flow standard. Further 
intercomparisons of laboratory flow standards are needed to investigate 
possible systematic differences. 

The results of the intercomparison of radon daughter measurements require 
some comment. The NRPB values in Table 11 to 13 were derived using a 
calibration source activity that was later reduced by 4.6%, following 
recalibration at the NRPB. This change would lead to a corresponding 
reduction in the derived radon daughter concentrations. However, this 
calibration change appears to be offset by a systematic difference in the NRPB 
flow calibration, resulting in the apparent excellent agreement between the 
EML and NRPB concentration values. The independent intercomparison of 
activity and flow standards greatly assisted in identifying systematic 
differences between the four laboratories. 

The ARL results for Test 1 to 10, were affected by absorption losses in 
the glass fibre filter. Alpha spectroscopy on samples collected using both 
glass fibre and membrane filters showed a marked increase in the low energy 
straggling for the glass fibre filters. This resulted in the loss of 35% of 
the 6.0 MeV Po-218 alpha decays due to the reduction of the alpha energy below 
the low energy threshold of the counter. The ARL wire screen measurements and 
Test 11-15 were made using membrane filters and show excellent agreement with 
the values measured by the other three laboratories. 

The intercomparison of unattached fraction measurements were of a 
preliminary nature. For the limited number of tests there was reasonable 
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agreement between the ARL, EML »nd NRPB measurements. The USBM measurement 
technique was designed to provide sise distribution information for the 
unattached daughters, and the derived values are not directly comparable with 
the other three sees. Further work on characterising the attached and 
unattached radon daughters is needed. 
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Table 1. Calibration Sources 

Source 

ARL 

EML 

NRPB 

USBM 

Isotope 

Cm-244 

Am-241 

Am-241 

Am-241 

Active 
Diameter 

(mat) 

7 

18 

7 

18 

Backing 

Electrodeposited 
copper on Kapton 

Stainless steel 

Stainless steel 

Stainless steel 

Activity(l) 

(Bq) 

4010 

175.6 

5515(3) 

209.0 

Forward 
Alphas(2) 

0.50 

0.504 

0.51 

0.504 

(1) Value quoted is radionuclide activity deposited on backing 

(2) The fraction of a particles emitted in the forward 2% 
direction - this is larger than 0.5 due to backscatter. 

(3) Activity reported by NRPB (telex 30/8/85) from recalibration 
following intercomparison . The previous value was 5515 Bq. 

Table 2. Air Sampling Systems 

Lab. Filter type Sample rate 
(nominal) 

Flow measurement 

ARL 

EML 

NRPB 

USBM 

Glass fibre 
and 
membrane 
(0.8 micron 
pore size) 

Membrane 
(0.8 micron 
pore size) 

Membrane 
(0.8 micron 
pore size) 

Membrane 
(0.8 micron 
pore size) 

5 1/min. 
(membrane filter) 
10 1/min. 
(Glass fibre filter) 

12.5 1/min 

15 1/min. 

Rotameter calibrated 
against Wet Test meter 

Rotameter calibrated 
against Dry Test meter 

In-line Dry Test meter 

Rotameter calibrated 
against (EML) Dry 
Test meter 
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Table 3. Chamber Exposure Conditions 

Sample Date Time Radon Aerosol Temper- £RH 
Bq/m CN/cm ature,*C 

51 
#2 
#3 
#4 
#5 
#6 
#7 
#8 
#9 
#10 
#11 
#12 
#13 
#14 
#15 
#16 
#17 

14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
55 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 

May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 

10:22 
11:34 
14:07 
15:16 
10:06 
11:19 
13:35 
14:35 
15:30 
16:22 
19:53 
11:52 
13:36 
14:46 
15:40 
09:10 
10:15 

3370 
3260 
3135 
3080 
2680 
2595 
2555 
2540 
2555 
2560 
2675 
2665 
2605 
2625 
2670 
2775 
2700 

3200 
3000 
3200 
3400 
4100 
4100 

110,000 
75,000 
100,020 
110,000 
170,000 
160,000 
35,000 
40,000 
47,000 
3,000 
3,400 

22.7 
23.1 
23.0 
23.3 
22.4 
23.3 
23.8 
23.8 
24.0 
23.8 
22.6 
23.5 
23.5 
23.5 
23.3 
21.6 
22.1 

45 
45.7 
45.6 
44.9 
45.3 
43.0 
41.3 
41.3 
40.0 
40.0 
46.0 
43.9 
43.0 
43.0 
43.7 
49.5 
48.0 
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Table 4. Equipment used by the Australian Radiation Laboratory 
for Radon Daughter Measurements 

Method: Modified Tsivoglou technique (Thomas, 1972). 

Sampling: 

(1) 47 ran diameter Gel]man membrane and glass fibre filters, 0.8 micron 
pore size. 

(2) Metal filter holder with 10 mm diameter collection area. 

(3) 12 V DC Thomas Diaphragm pump. 

(A) Flow Measurement: Float rotameter with magnetic coupling to 
electronic sensor and meter. 

(5) Flow rate: 5 litre per minute with membrane filters. 

Counting 

(1) Detector: Windowless drawer assembly with ZnS screen, 50 mm 
diameter photomultiplier. Portable scaler, Ludlum Model 2000. 

(2) Counter Efficiency: 0.45 cpm/dpm. 

(3) Calibration: Using ARL Cm-244 source. 

Reference: 

Thomas, J.W., 1972, "Measurement of Radon Daughters in Air," Health 
Physics 23, p783. 
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Tabic 5. Equipment used by th« Environmental Measurements Laboratory 
for Radon Daughter Measurement 

The apparatus used by EML was essentially the same as that described in 
Appendix D. However, the Measured counter efficiency in this 
intercomparison was 0.495 as compared to 0.45. In both cases, the 
efficiency quoted is for tnurlng activity on a filter (see Table 15, this 
appendix). Also, the flow was 12.5 1/min rather than 10.0 1/min. 

As compared to October, 1983 additional electronic equipment in May, 
1985 permitted minute by minute simultaneous counting of up to six filters. 
Thus it was possible to apply the Raabe-Wrenn least squares calculation as 
well as th* modified Tsivoglou calculation for determining the radon 
progeny. 
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Tabic 6. Equipment used by the National Radiological Protection Board 
for Radon Daughter Measurement. 

Alpha spectrometry method based on Nazaroff technique. 

Sampling: 

1. Filteri 25 mm Nillipore AA membrane, 0.8 /ML pore diameter. 
2. Filter holder: Gellman open plastic holder. 
3. Pump: Hillipore XX55 
4. Flow rate: IS litres per minute. 
5. Flow measurement: 0G1 Dry test meter on outlet of pump. 

Counting: 

2 
1. Detector: Ortec 400 mm surface barrier detector. 
2. Operating pressure: 650 am Hg below atmospheric. 
3. Source-detector distance: 6.7 mm. 
4. Pre-Amplifier: Ortec 109. 
5. Amplifier: Ortec 485. 
6. Sampling and counting regime: 

5 m sample 
1 m delay (transfer filter to counter) 
10 m count 
10 m delay 
19 m count 

7. Counting channels: 1.0 - 6.15, 6.15 - 8.00 and 8.00 - 9.80 MeV. 
8. Correction for overlap between RaA and RaC channels, and ThC* 

alphas in RaA channel. 
9. Calculation of RaA, RaB, RaC, WL and F in relation to RaA. 

Calibration: Two methods have been used and agree to within less than 1Z: 

1) A drawer counter assembly with a 53 mm diameter ZnS screen (Fleming 
Instiamer.ts Ltd, UK, Type 1588A) is calibrated with as Am-241 
reference source (Amersham International). The surface barrier 
detector is then cross-calibrated against this using membrane 
filters which have been used to collect radon-220 daughters. 

2) A direct calibration was performed using a 7 mm diameter Am-241 
reference source and correcting for the difference between source-
detector and filter-detector geometries. 

Reference: 

Nazaroff, W.W., Nero, A.V. and Revzan K.L. (1982). Alpha 
spectroscopic techniques for field measurement of radon daughters. 
In "Natural Radiation Environment" Edited by K.G. Vohra et al. 
Proceedings of the Second Symposium on the Natural Radiation 
Environment, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 19-23 January 
1981. Wiley Eastern, New Delhi p 350-357. 
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Tabic 7. Equipment used by the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
for Radon Daughter Measurement 

Measurement 

technique: Modified Tsivoglou (Thomas, 1972). 

Filter: Millipore type AA 0.8 ?m. 

Pump: Millipore type XX60. 
Flow measure
ment: Float rotameter calibrated against EML dry Test meter. 

Detector: Ludlum model 182 Radon flask counter, with 7 cm diameter 
photomultiplier tube. Filter paper placed on ZnS film on 
photomultiplier, held in contact using a weight. Output fed 
into Ludlua model 2200 portable scaler. 

Calibration: Am-241 source. 

Reference: Thomas, J.W., 1972 "Measurement of Radon Daughters in Air", 
Health Physics 23, 783-790. 
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Table 8. Summary of Wire Screen Devices for 
Unattached Fraction Measurement 

ARL EML NRPB USBM 

Method 

Activity 
analysis 

Screen and 
backing filter 

Screen and Screen and 
separate filter backing filter 

Mod. Tsivoglou Raabe-Wrenn Gross alpha and 
a spectroscopy 

3 Screens and 
backing Filter 

Mod. Tsivoglou 

Screens 

Active 
area 

Face vel. 
(cm/sec) 

Stainless 
1 screen 
200 mesh 

40 mm dia, 

13.3 

Collection 92% 
efficiency(l) 

steel Stainless 
1 screen 
60 mesh 

39 mm dia. 

17.0 

-

steel Stainless 
1 screen 
200 mesh 

50 mm dia. 

9.3 

(100%) 

steel Stainless steel 
3 screens 
#1 60 mesh 
#2 200 mesh 
#3 500 mesh 

20 mm dia. 

33 

Count 80% 
efficiency(2) 

Screen 74% 
efficiency(3) 

50% 

(1002) 

100% 55% 

(1) Collection efficiency is defined as fraction of unattached 
daughters removed by screen; for this exercise, the diffusion 
coefficient was assumed to be O.05 cm.sec 

(2) Count efficiency is defined as the count rate from the screen, 
relative the count rate for the same amount of activity deposited 
on a filter of same face area. 

(3) Screen efficiency is the product of the collection and the count 
efficiency. 
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Tabic 9. Comparison of Detector Efficiencies(l) 
using Calibration Sources (cps/Bq) 

Calibration Source 
Detector 

ARL EML NRPB(2) USBM 

ARL 0.446 0.442 0.453 0.444 
EML 0.494 0.497 (.493) 0.514 (.504) 0.498 (.494) 
NRPB 0.394 0.384 0.398 0.389 
USBM 0.500 0.477 (.473) 0.521 (.511) 0.485 (.481) 

(1) Calculated efficiencies include corrections for dead-time counting 
losses but do not include backscatter factors for each source. 

(Shown in parentheses are the efficiencies to be used when 
counting material deposited on the surface of a low atomic number 
filter.) 

(2) Values derived using source activity of 5515 Bq. 
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Table 10. Comparison of Sampling Rates using 
Laboratory Flow Standards 

Measured Flow Rate (litre/nin) 

Sampling Flowmeter 
System ARL(l) EHL(2) NRPB(3) 

ARL 9.99 9.89 10.39(4) 
NRPB 15.1 15.5 

(1) Floating ball type with float position magnetically coupled to 
electronic meter. (Flow meter previously calibrated at ARL). 

(2) Dry gas meter. 

(3) Dry gas meter. 

(4) Removal of orifice on inlet port of NRPB Dry Test meter lead to IX 
reduction in measured flow rate. 
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Table 11. Results of Radon Daughter Intercomparison 
(Low CN Concentration) 

Test 
No. ARL EML(l) EML(2) NRPB(3) USBM Mean and Range 

Std. Dev. 

Activity Concentration, Bq.m" and PAEC, mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

910*105 
415* 
407* 
123 

1126* 
370* 
289* 
111 

1115* 
343* 
270* 
105 

952* 
348* 
247* 
99 

902* 
315* 
221* 
90 

32 
35 

96 
30 
33 

97 
29 
32 

94 
18 
25 

90 
18 
23 

857* 
313* 
287* 
95 

1004*105 
340* 32 
224* 34 
101 

1278* 
455* 
333* 
132 

1085* 
377* 
306* 
113 

1284* 
389* 
244* 
115 

60 
16 
24 

45 
14 
19 

57 
19 
24 

1279* 
445* 
367* 
134* 

1250* 
389* 
328* 
122 

1329* 
432* 
273* 
124* 

1163* 
381* 
294* 
115* 

975* 
361* 
221* 
99* 

28 
18 
11 
3 

28 
17 
10 

29 
17 
10 
3 

25 
13 
9 
2 

21 
11 
7 
2 

1132*125 
437* 40 
367* 40 
129* 4 

1168*117 
395* 36 
274* 38 
115* 3 

1206 
411 
285 
118 

1019*150 
333* 45 
259* 49 
100 

904*147 
335* 44 
247* 48 
96* 22 

1155*179 
439* 
369* 
129* 

1162* 
384* 
300* 
115* 

1240* 
396* 
268* 
115* 

19 
29 
5 

64 
11 
23 
5 

99 
38 
17 
8 

998*129 
344* 
272* 
102* 

946* 
338* 
228* 
96* 

29 
22 
9 

51 
19 
13 
5 

388 
46 
70 
11 

144 
25 
39 
11 

214 
89 
41 
19 

306 
68 
47 
20 

102 
46 
26 
11 

(1) Derived using modified - Tsivoglou method. 
(2) Derived using Raabe - Wrenn method. 
(3) These values have not been corrected for the recalibration of the NRPB 

reference source (NRPB telex dated 30 Aug 85); correction would lead to 
a 4.6% reduction in the values. 

- Timing error suspected in ARL second count on Test #1 
- Timing error suspected in USBM first count on Test #4 

EML sample for Test #5 was taken 20 minutes after other samples. 
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Table 12. Results of Radon Daughter Intercomparison 
(High CN Concentration) 

Test 
No. ARL EML(l) EML(2) NRPB(3) USBM Mean and Range 

Std. Dev. 

-3 
Activity Concentration, Bq.m and PAEC, mWL 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

1448*110 
1060* 21 
736* 28 
259 

1507*115 
1073* 22 
877* 29 
277 

1598*123 
1312* 24 
982* 21 
323 

1554*128 
1319* 25 
115:* 33 
340 

2261*196 
1589* 38 
1219* 50 
403 

2278*195 
1577* 38 
1219* 50 
402 

1818* 98 
1170* 19 
767* 25 
288 

2048*105 
1341* 20 
912* 27 
332 

2215*109 
1469* 21 
912* 28 
359 

2331*111 
1502* 21 
1007* 28 
372 

2158*114 
1539* 22 
1136* 29 
385 

1963*113 
1436* 22 
1220* 29 
373 

1938* 86 
1207* 30 
732* 37 
294 

2054*106 
1354* 37 
913* 46 
335 

2237*100 
1470* 35 
956* 43 
361 

2127.-102 
1473* 35 
1066* 44 
370 

2124*122 
1533* 37 
1149* 50 
386 

1917*107 
1424* 39 
1237* 47 
374 

1991* 
1224* 
750* 
300* 

1945* 
1360* 
925* 
335* 

2017* 
1428* 
1075* 
361* 

2093* 
1462* 
1137* 
'74* 

2190* 
1602* 
1261* 
409* 

2219* 
1638* 
1156* 
404* 

35 
27 
16 
4 

39 
28 
17 
4 

35 
30 
18 
5 

36 
30 
19 
5 

37 
32 
19 
5 

37 
31 
19 
5 

(4) 
(4) 
(4) 
(4) 

1891*190 
1233* 61 
1025* 61 
326* 6 

1826*151 
1374* 29 
1034* 39 
343 

1919*155 
1359* 39 
1121* 39 
347 

2188*162 
1607* 31 
1166* 42 
398 

1961* 60 
1559* 31 
1160* 41 
395 

1967* 34 
1215* 1* 
741* 12 
284* 22 

1964* 85 
1313* 70 
954* 61 
318* 28 

2027*206 
1424* 48 
1021* 61 
347* 18 

2048*113 
1431* 63 
1108* 37 
358* 17 

2192* 54 
1583* 34 
1199* 51 
399* 10 

2105*168 
1550* 88 
1191* 38 
394* 14 

543 
164 
14 
41 

550 
287 
148 
58 

640 
157 
120 
38 

577 
143 
90 
34 

133 
74 
112 
23 

317 
210 
72 
30 

(1) Derived using Raab Wrenn method. 

(2) Derived using modified-Tsivoglou method. 

(3) These values have not been corrected for the recalibration of the NRPB 
reference source (NRPB telex dated 30 Aug 85); correction would lead to 
a 4.62 reduction in the values. 

(4) Measurement not made 

ARL results for TESTS 07 to #10 were affected by absorption losses in the 
glass fibre filters and the concentration values have been excluded from 
the calculation of the mean and standard deviation for these tests. 
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Table 13. Results of Radon Daughter Intercomparison 
(Intermediate CN Concentration) 

Test 
No. ARL EML(l) EML(2) NRPB(3) USBM Mean and Range 

Std. Dev. 

Activity Concentration, Bq.m and PAEC, mWL 

13 

14 

15 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-21A 
Bi-214 
mWL 

Po-218 
Pb-214 
Bi-214 
mWL 

2257*186 
1442* 36 
1038* 47 
365 

2163*182 
1371* 35 
1000* 46 
348 

2180*188 
1434* 36 
1123* 48 
370 

(A) 
(A) 
(A) 
(A) 

2054*109 
1366* 21 
1033* 28 
348 

2263* 11 
1467* 21 
1034* 28 
368 

1835* 97 
1348* 34 
1079* 42 
346 

1945* 94 
1330* 30 
1070* 40 
345 

2153*112 
1448* 21 
1065* 37 
367 

2036* 
1451* 
1153* 
373* 

2089* 
1389* 
1073* 
358* 

2158* 
1482* 
1102* 
375* 

36 
31 
19 
5 

36 
30 
18 
5 

37 
30 
18 
5 

2416*150 
1350* 30 
1032* 38 
356 

2018*150 
1317* 29 
976* 38 
335 

(A) 
(4) 
(A) 
(A) 

2236*191 
1414* 
1074* 
365* 

2058* 
1353* 
1026; 
346* 

2200* 
1461* 
1097* 
371* 

56 
68 
9 

70 
33 
45 
9 

55 
25 
29 
A 

380 
101 
121 
17 

145 
72 
97 
23 

105 
48 
58 

(1) Derived using Modified Tsivoglou method. 

(2) Derived using Raabe-Wrenn method. 

(3) These values have not been corrected for the recalibration of the NRPB 
reference source (NRPB telex dated 30 Aug 85); correction would lead to a 
4.6Z reduction in the values. 

(4) Measurement not made. 
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Table 14 Results of Unattached Fraction 
Measurements 

Test 
No. 

3 

16 

17 

Po-
Pb-
Bi~ 

-218 
-214 
-91A 

Po-218 
Pb-
Bi-

Po-
Pb-
Bi-

-214 
-214 

-218 
-214 
-214 

ARL--
Free 

392* 
16* 
19* 

640* 
43* 

353 
43 

44 
4 
6 

60 
10 

Total 

878 
345* 
291* 

1207 
452 
391 

1085 
449 
308 

13 
13 

Activity Concentration 
EML(l) 

Free 

432 
31 

432 
26 

300 
32 

Total 

1242 
410 
256 

1140 
467 
350 

1077 
442 
348 

i, Bq.m 
EML(2) 

Free 

424* 
30* 

428* 
26* 

300* 
32* 

30 
6 

28 
2 

33 
6 

Total 

1220* 
403* 
254* 

1138* 
467* 
350* 

1075* 
442* 
348* 

76 
20 
28 

36 
8 
18 

52 
10 

—NRPB(3) — 
Free 

505 

529 $ 

437 

Total 

1110 

1133 

1087 

3 

17 

USBM (4) 

Po-218 

Po-218 

Screen #1 Screen #2 Screen #3 Filter 

171 182 30 438 

147 116 57 518 

(1) Derived using Raabe-Wrenn Method. 

(2) Derived using Modified Tslvoglou method 

(3) 

(A) 

Screen efficiency was not known; therefore these results 
cannot be directly compared to the others. 

These results are from an experimental three-screen method 
and cannot be directly compared to the others. 
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Table 15 Comparison of Counting Efficiencies(l) 
for Filter Samples using Calibration Sources. 

Detector 

ARL 

EML 

NRPB 

USBM 

Mean and 
Std. Dev. 

0.446*0.004 

0.496*0.004 

0.391*0.005 

0.491*0.014 

Range 

0.011 

0.011 

O.005 

0.038 

Ratio 
ARL 

0.999 

0.995 

1.007 

1.018 

of Mean for 
EML 

0.990 

0.994 

(0.981 

0.963 

Calib. Source 
NRPB(2) 

1.015 

1.015 

1.017 

1.040 

USBM 

0.995 

0.996 

0.994 

0.979 

(1) The detection efficiencies for metal backed sources for the EML and USBM 
systems have been corrected for differences in the backscatter factors 
from filter samples. 

(2) The amended value of 5515 Bq for NRPP source was used for these 
calculations. 
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